Friday
SEMINAR SERIES
Fall 2022
Fridays, MU Hall 105
3-4:30 pm
Virtual participation available

9/9  Owen Goldin (MU), *Empedocles, Being, and Platonic Forms*

9/16 Michael McNulty (MU), *Bedrock Trust*

9/30 Clark Wolf (MU), *All Things Considered: Revisiting Kant’s Critique of Ontology*

10/7 Mariana Ortega (Penn State University, AMUW Visiting Chair), *Aural Unsettlement, Listening to Sorrow of Migration in Misrach and Galindo’s Border Cantos*

10/14 Bella-Rose Kelly (MU), *The Epistemology of Microaggression: Conceptualizing the Epistemic Harm of Microaggression*

10/28 Steven Crowell (Rice University), in conjunction with the Canon Workshop, *Canons, Classics, and the Vita Contemplativa*

11/11 Curtis Carter (MU), *On Nelson Goodman’s Star-Making Constructivist Philosophy*

11/18 Jonmarc Bennett (MU), *What Descartes Said to the Tortoise: Intuition, Inference, and Carroll’s Paradox*

12/2 Mariamni Plested (MU): *Aristotle in the Syriac World: an Introduction to the Reception and Deployment of Greek Philosophy in the Syriac Speaking Christian East*

For updates, see https://www.marquette.edu/philosophy/